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STATE AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS: INCESTUOUS,
INTERNECINE AND OTHERWISE

by John Porter

In order to determine the range and variety of relation-
ships that state agencies Should have, one must first make
some important assumptions about the goals of the agency
and other aspects of its operations.

It is commonly accepted that the primary goal of coor-
dinating agencies, such as those we are considering, is
long-range planning-for a system of postsecondary education
within a state. Planning, of course, becomes an exercise
in futility if there, are no means for implementing these
plans and appraising progress towards acceptanCe of plans
and achievement of the goals.

There exists among the states a wide variety of means
for implementing plans. These range from total control by
a state agency to a position of limited power--essentially
that of persuasion in some states. I would argue that no
matter how much absolute power a given agency possesses,
it can best carry'out its operations through petsuasive
logic, relying on exercise of power only when logic fails
and emotion and political maneuvering begin to prevail.

I have given these remarks a descriptive phrase "State

Agency Relationships -.Incestuous, Internecine and Other-
wise." ,I did this to emphasize the positive aspects of the
"otherwise" and to dramatize the dangers of the "incestuous"
and "internecine" relationships.

In discussing the various relationships., it must be
recognized that although planning is the primary objective,
there are other functions that agehcies must perform. One

of the most important is to provide the various elements of
constituency with accurate, objective information in a

timely fashion. The satisfaction of this goal will enor-
mously enhance the credibility of the_agency and hence,
strengthen its position in the process of logical persuasion.

One can analyze in several ways the type of agencies

with wh relations must be established. Obviously, they

can be characterized by the specific nature of the other
agency or by the benefit that one wishes to achieve from a
-relationship with them. I have chosen to pursue the former

approach. Agencies can be characterized in the most general.
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sense as public (gOvernment related),guasi-public (public

or partially public supported but, selfgoverning), and private

or independent (sometimes reflecting special interest groups).

These three types can be further grouped accordingly as their

domain is over the state,te region, or the nation. The

following table describes the relationships as follows:

Public
Quasi-
Public Private

State A B C

Region D E F

Nation G H I

A third. dimension could be added to the table indicating

the primary or secondary nature of the relationship as it

relates to (1) the process of planning and implementation

thereof or (2) a source of information for a recipient of

information. Essentially A, state public relationships,

are primary for our discussion and al; others secondary,

therefore, I will not further complicate the diagram by

adding a third dimension.

A. State - Public Agencies

It is in this category that the most ,important rela-

tions -- the,agencies' relationship with the postsecondary

.
institutions and with the legislature--fall. it has often been

said that state coordinating boards live in a no mans land

between the legislature and the instituions--that, in so

doing, they are playing a "no win" game, for to "win" with

one side is to "lose" with the other. The agency must

develop a position that is respected by. both the institutions

and the legislature to insure that no matter how unpopular

a position the agency takes, it is received with respect

for its objectivity and honesty as it relates to the state's

needs.

Although this "no man's land" existence very accurately

describes the situation in most instances, it implies an

adversarial relationship between the agencies and the insti-

.tutions and the agencies:and the legislature. I would sug-

gest that the better position should not be one implying

an adversarial nature, but more like a "menage a trois"

or a three-side loVe affair. Although it is very difficult

to maintain, such a delicate balance is possible, resoecting
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G. National - Public

At the national level, the Office Of Education is the
obvious primary agency with which relations are established.
The bieadth and depth of the relationships will depend, on

a large measure, on those federal functions that the indi-
vidual state agency has been assigned. There are many other
agencies that can aid a state coordinating agency in its
planning and research including NSF, NIH, Department of
LabOr,, Department of Commerce, and others., The congressional'
delegation is of extreme importance, as are the various com-

mittees and their professional staffs.

H. National. - Quasi-Public

On the quasi-public organizations at the national level,
ECS, the co-sponsor of this project, is the preeminent

organization. The value of this organization and the impor-

tance of individual relations-is self-evident and cannot be

too strongly emphasized. I would encourage all Of you who

have not benefited from the resources of ECS to do so to

the fullest extent.

I. National - Private

Although SHEEO.is basically private in ture, with its

close relationship to ECS, it_is almost in 'the quasi-public

category. Most Q --What I haiie3'said about ECS applies equally

to SHEO. Because of its private or individual aspects, it

has certain advantages and opportunities not available to

ECS and I would likewise encourage you to strengthen your
relationship With V,HEEO.

There are a whole host of national organizations that

are strictly private in the same context that I have been

using it up to now. Most of these are located at One Dupont

Circle and the list is headed Lip by ACE, but includes all
organizations representing the various types and categories

of institutions, disciplines, and professions. Relationships

with these agencies will be occasional rather than frequent

and the most important aspect of relationships with these

agencies is the detaile&knowledge of who they are and what

services and information they can provide.

Now, another note of warning -- beware of internecine
relationships--those that can be mutually destructiVe--this,
of course, is almost the opposite of the incestuous note

mentioned above. The temptation may arise--perhaps all too

frequently--to become involved in a dispute or conflict with

an agency', particularly at the state level, whose relationship
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is basically secondary in nature; the consequences of this,

however, can seriously jeopardize your primary state rela-

tionships. These differences can frequently be unavoided,

but if entered into, it should be with the conviction that

such is necessary for the accomplishment of the primary
goals--planning for the best system of postsecondary educa-
tion possible in the state and the implementation of those

plans.-


